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beta phase is entering the last days. this means it is
time for a significant release. in the last months,
qbittorrent has been used to load data from
torrents and remove invalid data in torrents. it has
been working fine for this, but we couldn't do any
major changes to the torrent loading algorithms
because of old code. now, after using qbittorrent for
a while, we can do some major rewrites and
additions to the torrent loading algorithm. this leads
to improvements in reliability and speed. in this
beta, after removal of invalid files, an archive file is
generated. it contains everything a dedicated
external tool requires to start a torrent. this
external tool is ported to qt5 and it is no longer
generic, because it is now used by qbittorrent. beta
phase is entering the last days. this means it is time
for a significant release. in the last months,
qbittorrent has been used to load data from
torrents and remove invalid data in torrents. it has
been working fine for this, but we couldn't do any
major changes to the torrent loading algorithms
because of old code. qbittorrent v4.1.8 was
released. all features are active and the source
code is the public release. some of the changes
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since the last stable series (version 4.0.0) * support
for unicode 9.0 (with the iconv library) * support for
the xdg base directory specification version 1.2 *
based on the updated libtorrent library (version 1.0)
qbittorrent v4.0.0 was released. it is based on the
new and modernized libtorrent library (version
1.1.0). there's no direct dependency to qt5. see the
news.rst file and news.qt for the full release
changelog. some of the changes since the last
stable series: * support for the xdg base directory
specification version 1.1 * added support for the ssz
cache compression option (png optimization) *
updates to the deluge ui engine * just like version
4.x, qbittorrent has been modified to have a native
icon. * several ui optimizations on the windows
version
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f-prot antivirus 10.7.2018.0538.1016 was released.
download version and save. then use the zip file of

our release to restore the files to your system.
warning: some of the software that used to be part
of the update is now part of f-prot. depending on
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the amount of software that you have installed, the
update might be quite large and could take some

time. as mentioned earlier, the forum was
temporarily down. as a result we had to offer our
forum service in a limited way. edit(2018-11-20):

the forum has been restored. also there was a
strange communication that the service could be
used freely in the future. this is not true. we can

still only enable the forum at our discretion. we will
announce further. the blog mentions more details.
qbittorrent v4.1.1 release was announced. note:

this release doesn't make a difference to the
windows installer. unless you upgraded to the beta

of 4.1 or you had issues with the installer after
being forced to downgrade or had other problems,
this should be mostly a bugfix release. the stable

series will have another version with more changes.
qbittorrent v4.1.0 release was announced. the

macos builds will follow. the installer is not identical
to the windows versions. it still needs to be tested
on everything. the upcoming stable series should
include more changes and additional testing. as

mentioned above, the windows installer isn't
identical to the installer for other platforms. it still
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needs to be tested on everything. the upcoming
stable series should include more changes and

additional testing. 5ec8ef588b
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